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“If you’re a freak or a geek, if you’re strange or deranged, if you feel like an outsider then
come along, climb aboard... for I would like, if I may, to take you on a very strange journey.”
Formal Dress Optional is an established and well-known theatre shadowcast that performs
The Rocky Horror Picture Show. We are the longest running Delaware cast with over fourteen
years experience. We are an accomplished, professional, reliable, and respected organization
complete with a technical crew, stage and prop crew, and full stage cast of performers.

Rocky Horror History and Tradition

Why Rocky Works:

The Rocky Horror Picture Show was released
as a film based on the original stage productions
in 1975 to a mostly negative critical reception.
Fortunately for us, the movie began a midnight
run at the Waverly Theater in New York City on
April 1, 1976, and Rocky Horror as we know it
began. Now, over forty years later, theaters across
the country still run the movie at midnight, with
the same enthusiastic audience participation that
began in New York.

Rocky has been around so long and been so successful
due to many factors. The movie itself is intriguing.
The songs, costumes, set, and cast are fantastic. The
characters are colorful and patrons enjoy dressing
as their favorite character, and singing along with
the movie. It is liberating to wear something fun in a
different environment. Patrons are encouraged to yell
as much as they want during the movie. Nowhere else
on earth can you do these things in a movie theatre
and get a laugh instead of a boot out the door.

With the wrong Rocky cast, stories of the past have
been at the very least crazy and at times downright
shameful. But with a professional cast like Formal
Dress Optional the experience you can have will
be one that is unforgettable and fun. Thank you for
taking the time to read through this, and consider
us for your next event. Please email with any
questions or concerns, we will be happy to discuss
potential shows with you and your organization!

All types of people are accepted at Rocky not for what
they are but WHO they are. Rocky brings people out
of the woodwork that otherwise would not go out.
Rocky provides an understanding of diversity and we
work together to achieve a satisfying show for all who
see it. It also gives the insomniacs something to do and
keeps a lot of kids with troubled homes off of drugs or
the streets and into something positive and fun.

Strand-Capitol
Performing Arts Center
York, PA

West Chester University
West Chester, PA
Siegel JCC
Wilmington, DE
That Performance Place
Wilmington, DE
Cinema Center 3
Newark, DE

Bar XIII
Wilmington, DE

Recent Performance Locations
While the cast members are central
to Newark, we are happy to travel
throughout Delaware, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.

Westown Movies
Middletown, DE

Baltimore Pride
Baltimore, MD
The Schwartz Center for the Arts
Dover, DE
Delaware Pride
Dover, DE

Breakdown: What goes on during our show?
Pre-Show

The Show Itself: Three Components…

At a show we will need time to set up and
become familiar our new performance space.
We then set up props, costumes, all technical
equipment (including our cast spotlights, light
and soundboard, speakers and other technical
equipment), and otherwise prepare for the rest of
the evening.

The Film: The original film plays the entire time.
The film’s run time is 1 hour and 41 minutes.

The Show begins with Pre-Show: This begins
after all patrons have had time to comfortably
situate themselves in the theatre. There are
warnings and rules that we go over with the
audience so that there are no questions to what
they can and cannot do while they are in the
theatre. Rules may vary depending on the venue,
and anything the event staff personnel wish to
add to the list is also addressed at this time.
Warning: You will be exposed to foul language,
audience participation, people in their
underwear, and the reenactment of sexual acts.
Rules:
#1: No throwing of rice
#2: No use of squirt guns / water
#3: No lighters / fire
#4: Do not throw things at the actors or screen.
#5: Do not cross the front row without invitation.
#6: Do not touch the cast, but they may touch you.
#7: Have a good time!
As well as reading the rules, we might sing songs,
have a short skit, or something of that nature.
We also bring anyone who has never seen the
film before, called a “virgin”, onto the stage to
play one of a few little games. One standard
game is to have the virgin give their best fake
orgasm in the fashion of Meg Ryan from
“When Harry Met Sally.”
The Pre-Show itself lasts approximately 15 – 30
minutes depending on the number of virgins
and whether we put on a skit that night.

The Live Cast and Tech: The cast is a screenaccurate representation of the characters on
the screen (a.k.a. shadow cast). They mimic
the characters in gesture, costume, and voice.
The more accurate and more attractive the cast is,
the more audience you pull.
Audience Participation: The audience yell back
lines at the screen during the extended pauses
between dialogue. They participate in the PreShow, sing and dance to the songs in the movie,
and a lot of times have Prop Bags. Prop Bags are
the packages the cast sells before the show that
contain certain things that the characters use,
and the audience mimics the characters with
these items alongside the cast. For example,
when Janet is going through the woods and it is
raining, she holds a newspaper above her head.
The audience will dig into their prop packs, pull
out the sheet of newspaper, and put it over their
heads to shield themselves from the “rain”.

Post-Show
After the show is finished and the audience exits,
we will take a few minutes to catch our breath
and thank the audience for coming out. Then
the cast collects and puts away all props and
equipment. They then clean up the performance
area and messes made by the audience. After
that, it is good-bye until next time.
To be safe please be prepared for an hour of
post-show for clean up, though it is VERY rare
that an audience is messy enough that it will
take that long.

What the Venue Provides:
We are a fully functioning professional cast.
There are very few things that we require of
those who wish to hire us for a show:
Contact their film distributor and obtain a print.
Sell all tickets and collect money from the show.
Sell all concession stand items.
Start the print after we finish introductions.

Provide a venue for the show and allow adequate
time to set up our props and tech equipment.
Allow time after the show for Clean-Up
and to put away our props.
There are over 200 casts in the world running
Rocky Horror. We will guarantee you that if
you give Rocky a chance, we will create a new
tradition for your organization and show your
audience the time of their lives.

Contact:
Formal Dress Optional has two cast managers, Lauren, and Shawn. We will be thrilled
to discuss the potential for shows at your venue and to answer any questions you may have.
Please contact us at delawarerockyhorror@gmail.com or call Shawn at 443.309.3056.
Formal Dress Optional • Delaware Rocky Horror • www.formaldressoptional.org

